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Key Points

• Asymptomatic VTE
is common among
high-risk hospitalized
patients with cancer
receiving fixed-dose
enoxaparin.

• The findings of this
phase 2 study suggest
that weight-adjusted
thromboprophylaxis is
well-tolerated in hospi-
talized patients with
cancer.

Hospitalized patients with cancer are at an increased risk of developing venous

thromboembolism (VTE). The recommendation for routine pharmacologic

thromboprophylaxis in hospitalized patients with cancer to prevent VTE is based on

extrapolation of results from noncancer cohorts. There are limited data to support the

efficacy and safety of fixed-dose low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) regimens in high-

risk hospitalized patients with cancer.We conducted a randomized, double-blinded, phase 2

trial in hospitalized patients with active cancer at high risk of developing VTE based on

Padua risk score. Patients were randomly assigned to fixed-dose enoxaparin (40mg daily) vs

weight-adjusted enoxaparin (1 mg/kg daily) during hospitalization. The primary objectives

were to evaluate the safety of dose-adjusted enoxaparin and evaluate the incidence of VTE

with fixed-dose enoxaparin. Blinded clinical assessments were performed at day 14, and

patients randomly assigned to fixed-dose enoxaparin subsequently underwent a bilateral

lower extremity ultrasound. A total of 50 patients were enrolled and randomized. The

median weight of patients enrolled in weight-adjusted enoxaparin arm was 76 kg (range,

60.9-124.5 kg). There were nomajor hemorrhages or symptomatic VTE in either arm. At time

of completion of the blinded clinical assessment, there was only 1 incidentally identified

pulmonary embolus that occurred in the weight-adjusted arm. In the group randomly

assigned to fixed-dose enoxaparin who subsequently underwent surveillance ultrasound,

the cumulative incidence of DVT was 22% (90% binomial confidence interval, 0%-51.3%).

This phase 2 trial confirms a high incidence of asymptomatic VTE among high-risk

hospitalized patients with cancer and that weight-adjusted LMWH thromboprophylaxis

is feasible and well-tolerated. This trial was registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov as

#NCT02706249.

Introduction

Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is estimated to account for up to 5% of all deaths during hospitalization
and is a leading cause of preventable in-hospital mortality.1,2 Approximately 75% of all VTE-related
deaths are thought to be hospital-acquired.3 VTE associated with hospitalization further exacerbates the
financial liability associated with acute medical illness.4 Recognizing the burden on health care and the
preventable nature of venous thromboembolic events during hospitalization, a number of governmental
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regulatory agencies have drawn attention toward the importance of
thromboprophylaxis during hospitalization.5-8

Because of the strong association between cancer and thrombosis,
the issue of thromboprophylaxis is particularly resonant among
those caring for hospitalized patients with cancer. Major pro-
fessional organizations including the American Society of Clinical
Oncology, National Comprehensive Cancer Network, American
College of Chest Physicians, and European Society of Medical
Oncology have all issued recommendations for the prescription of
pharmacologic thromboprophylaxis of hospitalized patients with
cancer.9-12 However, these guidelines are largely extrapolated from
data generated from general medical patients. In the 3 phase
3 registration trials comparing low-molecular-weight heparins
(LMWHs) with placebo in hospitalized medical patients, only 6% of
patients carried a diagnosis of cancer and there was no statistical
benefit for thromboprophylaxis (ie, prevention of both symptomatic
and asymptomatic VTE) in the subgroup analysis of patients with
cancer included in these trials.13 For instance, in the MEDENOX
trial, the incidence of VTE was 9.7% for patients with cancer
receiving enoxaparin thromboprophylaxis, whereas in the ARTEMIS
study, the rate of VTE was 17% in patients with cancer randomly
assigned to fondaparinux.13-15 In all studies, the incidence of
thrombosis was higher in the cancer subgroup receiving thrombo-
prophylaxis compared with patients without cancer, suggesting that
fixed doses may be inadequate in this population. In a recent
prospective cohort study, 80% of patients with cancer diagnosed
with symptomatic VTE after hospitalization received fixed dosing of
LMWH thromboprophylaxis.16

Despite the long-known association between malignancy and
thrombosis, there are no randomized trials of inpatient thrombo-
prophylaxis specifically in patients with cancer, such that the
absolute benefit, toxicity, and even appropriate dosing of routine
thromboprophylaxis in patients with cancer are unknown. Fixed-
dose LMWH is the standard approach for primary prevention of VTE
during hospitalization. However, anti-factor Xa levels after a fixed
dose of enoxaparin 40 mg once daily are often below what is
considered necessary for effective thromboprophylaxis.17 We
conducted a randomized, double-blinded, phase 2 trial to determine
point estimates of VTE, feasibility, and tolerability of weight-adjusted
enoxaparin compared with fixed-dose enoxaparin in hospitalized
patients with cancer considered high risk for VTE.

Methods

Study design and patients

We conducted an investigator-initiated, randomized, double-
blinded phase 2 trial at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and
Cleveland Clinic. Eligible patients were required to be at least
18 years of age; have a histologically confirmed diagnosis of solid
tumor malignancy, lymphoma, or myeloma considered active
(diagnoses or received cancer-direct therapy within the prior 6
months); life expectancy greater than 30 days; platelet count
greater than 100 3 109/L, creatinine less than 1.5 mg/dL, or
estimated creatinine clearance above 50 mL/min/1.73 m2; and
weight between 50 and 130 kg. Eligible patients were also required
to be considered high risk for VTE according to Padua risk score
(score $4).18 Patients who received more than 48 hours of
pharmacologic thromboprophylaxis during the current hospitaliza-
tion were excluded. Patients were also excluded if they had an

allergy to heparin products, were actively bleeding or history of
significant hemorrhage within the last 6 months, were receiving
anticoagulants or dual antiplatelet therapy, or had uncontrolled
hypertension.

The protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Boards at
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and Cleveland Clinic, and
all patients provided written informed consent. The study was
designed to accord with Good Clinical Practice guidelines and
the Declaration of Helsinki.

Randomization and masking

Eligible patients were randomly assigned to receive enoxaparin
40 mg once daily or weight-adjusted enoxaparin at 1 mg/kg once
daily (maximum dose, 100 mg daily). Double-blinding occurred
through pharmacy, using a fixed-volume drug dispense (ie, syringes
of enoxaparin were diluted to a uniform volume of 1 mL).
Randomization was performed by permuted blocks with stratum,
where strata were defined by hospital (Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center and Cleveland Clinic). Study subjects were all at
high risk using the Padua risk model, but this model was not
developed specifically for cancer cohorts. To account for the
influence of tumor type on thrombotic risk, patients were also
stratified according to cancer type in the Khorana model: very high
risk (stomach, pancreatic), high risk (lung, lymphoma, gynecologic,
bladder, testicular), and standard risk (all others).19

Procedures

Enoxaparin was administered up to 14 days on-study during
hospitalization only (Figure 1). Doses were held for estimated
creatinine clearance lower than 30 mL/min/1.73 m2 and reduced to
40 mg once daily for a creatinine clearance between 30 and 40 mL/
min/1.73 m2. Enoxaparin was similarly held for platelet counts lower
than 50 3 109/L and reduced to 40 mg fixed dose for platelet
counts between 50 3 109/L and 100 3 109/L. Adverse events
were assessed using Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse
Events (CTCAE) version 4.0. In the setting of a CTCAE grade 2
hemorrhage, enoxaparin doses were held until improvement (CTCAE
# grade 1). Enoxaparin was discontinued for any CTCAE grade 3
or above hemorrhages or those considered major according to
International Society of Thrombosis and Haemostasis definition.20

Planned interim safety analyses were planned if the number of
hemorrhages in the weight-adjusted enoxaparin arm was in excess
of 3 greater than in the fixed-dose arm.

Participants who were rehospitalized before 14 days continued
their prior treatment assignments. Physicians and participants
were double-blinded during hospitalization and until the day 14
assessment (“off treatment”). The blinded off-treatment clinical
assessment included an evaluation for clinical evidence of VTE or
hemorrhage. Unblinding occurred after an off-treatment assess-
ment. Those patients randomly assigned to fixed-dose enoxaparin
subsequently underwent a bilateral lower extremity ultrasound to
establish a point estimate of incidental deep vein thrombosis (DVT)
in the fixed-dose enoxaparin cohort (between day 17 and day 25).

Outcomes

The primary objectives were both to evaluate the safety of dose-
adjusted enoxaparin and to establish a point estimate of the
incidence of VTE with fixed-dose enoxaparin after lower-extremity
ultrasound. The primary endpoint of VTE was defined as objectively
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confirmed proximal or distal lower-extremity DVT (symptomatic or
asymptomatic), subsegmental or larger pulmonary embolism (PE;
symptomatic or asymptomatic), or fatal PE diagnosed by autopsy.
All other venous or arterial events were to be analyzed as secondary
endpoints (including any central venous catheter-associated DVT).
Criteria for major hemorrhage were based on the International
Society of Thrombosis and Haemostasis definition for major
hemorrhage in nonsurgical populations.20

Statistical analyses

The documented incidence of VTE in patients with cancer in
randomized clinical trials ranges considerably (3%-17%) on
pharmacologic thromboprophylaxis at fixed prophylactic dosing.13

Target enrollment was 50 patients with an assumed cumulative
incidence of thrombosis at study completion of 12% in the fixed-
dose enoxaparin arm (90% binomial confidence interval, 3.3%-
28.2%). Point estimates of VTE and blinded enoxaparin allocation
were analyzed with 90% exact binomial confidence intervals. All
participants receiving at least 1 dose of enoxaparin were evaluated
for toxicity and primary efficacy endpoints.

Results

A total of 50 patients were enrolled and randomized at the 2
hospitals. According to planned modified intention-to-treat analy-
ses, 2 patients randomly assigned to fixed-dose enoxaparin and 1
patient in the weight-adjusted dose arm never received study
medication and were not included in outcome analyses (Figure 2).
Patients were stratified according to Khorana cancer site catego-
ries, as shown in Table 1, with approximately 60% of patients
characterized as high-risk or very high risk disease sites. The most
common cancer diagnoses were lymphoma in both fixed-dose and
weight-adjusted arms (9 and 7 patients, respectively), followed by
luminal gastrointestinal (4 patients on each arm) and 3 patients with
pancreas and sarcoma in both arms (Table 2).

The median Padua score was 5 in the fixed-dose arm and 4 in the
weight-adjusted arm (Mann-Whitney U, P 5 .25). There was no
correlation between Padua score at time of hospitalization and
Khorana score (Spearman r 5 .01; P 5 .50). Median duration of
hospitalization was 5 days and 5.5 days on the fixed dose and
weight-adjusted arms, respectively (P 5 0.25). The median weight
of patients enrolled in weight-adjusted enoxaparin arm was 76 kg
(range, 63-124 kg), which equates to a median increase of 37 mg
of enoxaparin (90% higher dose) in the weight-adjusted arm
compared with fixed-dose enoxaparin.

There were no major hemorrhages reported in either arm. One
patient randomly assigned to fixed-dose enoxaparin developed
a grade 2 laryngeal bleed occurring several days after completing
the last dose of enoxaparin.

During the blinded phase of the study, there were no symptomatic
VTEs, but an incidental PE was diagnosed 6 days after stopping
enoxaparin in the setting of a large mediastinal mass and large
pericardial effusion in the weight-adjusted arm. Accordingly, the

2 patients never 
took drug

1 patient never 
took drug

Screen Failure: 12

Declined Participation: 64

126 patients potentially eligible 
approached for consent

62 consented

50 enrolled

25 randomized to fixed-dose 
enoxaparin

25 randomized to weight-
adjusted enoxaparin

24 patients analyzed23 patients analyzed 

Figure 2. Consort diagram.

Enoxaparin 1 mg/kg

Enoxaparin 40 mg

R

Day 1 Discharge

Ultrasound

Day 17

Double-blinded Unblinded

Day 14

Figure 1. Schema of trial.
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cumulative incidence of VTE was 5.9% in the weight-adjusted arm
at day 14 (90% binomial confidence interval, 0%-20.5%).

After unblinding, there were no symptomatic VTEs. The group
randomly assigned to fixed-dose enoxaparin underwent a bilateral
lower extremity ultrasound to evaluate for asymptomatic DVT.
Among the 21 patients who underwent bilateral lower extremity
ultrasounds, the cumulative incidence of DVT was 22% at day 25
(90% binomial confidence interval, 0%-51.3%). Ultrasounds were
performed beyond day 25 in 4 patients (3 on day 28 and 1 on day
44), and none of these patients was diagnosed with a DVT. Notably,
the 2 patients who were found to have DVT (both distal) in the fixed-
dose arm had body mass indexes (BMIs; 40 kg/m2 and 38 kg/m2)
that exceeded those of patients enrolled who did not develop VTE
(median BMI, 27 kg/m2; P 5 .025).

Discussion

The benefit of routine thromboprophylaxis with fixed-dose LMWH in
hospitalized patients with cancer is not established. The available
evidence suggests that the rate of VTE is high in patients with
cancer despite receiving pharmacologic thromboprophylaxis. Con-
sidering that anticoagulant activity of LMWH is weight-dependent,
dose adjustment of LMWH for high-risk patients with cancer is
a rational approach to in-hospital thromboprophylaxis. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first randomized clinical trial of
pharmacologic thromboprophylaxis conducted specifically in hos-
pitalized patients with cancer.

This phase 2 trial demonstrates that weight-adjusted LMWH is
feasible in high-risk hospitalized patients with cancer, and is well

tolerated, without any major hemorrhages observed. These results
are in keeping with a phase 3 study conducted in outpatients with
pancreatic cancer. In the CONKO-004 trial, the administration of
weight-adjusted enoxaparin at 1 mg/kg daily for 3 months resulted
in an approximate 85% risk reduction in the incidence of VTE
without an increase in major hemorrhage compared with no
anticoagulation in ambulatory patients.21 Similarly, in an outpatient
thromboprophylaxis trial, therapeutic dosing of weight-adjusted
dalteparin for 3 months did not increase the risk for hemorrhage.22

This phase 2 study was designed to align with real-world practice,
as postdischarge thromboprophylaxis is not currently recommen-
ded.23 In keeping with this clinical practice, thromboprophylaxis was
not extended into the outpatient setting. Prior clinical trials have
varied considerably in terms of timing and mode of imaging to
identify asymptomatic DVT. Imaging for DVT was previously
performed within 24 hours of the last dose of pharmacologic
thromboprophylaxis,15 between days 6 and 1424 or after day 21.25

In the current study, a blinded clinical assessment of VTE was
performed at day 14, and scheduled ultrasound examination
performed between days 17 to 25. Considering thromboprophy-
laxis was not extended out of hospital, we cannot exclude the
possibility that DVT developed in the posthospitalization period.
However, even in this phase 2 trial, we observed a statistical
difference in rates of DVT among those patients with BMI above
35 kg/m2 receiving fixed-dose enoxaparin.

The observation that the BMI of those patients on the fixed-dose arm
who developed a VTE was significantly greater than those without
a VTE supports the fundamental rationale for the trial. In a retrospective
study of 37 patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia who received
LMWH thromboprophylaxis, the rate of VTE was 43% among those
who weighedmore than 80 kg compared with 4.4% among those who
weighed less.26 Accordingly, in a postoperative cohort, the administra-
tion of 40 mg enoxaparin in patients with a weight greater than 80 kg
resulted in peak factor Xa levels below prophylactic target of 0.3 to

Table 1. Baseline demographics

Characteristic

Fixed-dose

enoxaparin (n 5 23)

Weight-adjusted

enoxaparin (n 5 24)

Female, n (%) 15 (65) 15 (62)

Age, median (range), y 60 (28-83) 61 (43-76)

Weight, median (range), kg 82 (53-109) 76 (61-124)

BMI, median (range), kg/m2 30 (20-40) 30 (20-44)

Khorana site of cancer

category, n (%)

Very high risk 3 (13) 3 (13)

High risk 11 (48) 12 (50)

Standard risk 9 (39) 9 (38)

Padua score, n (%)

4 9 (39) 14 (58)

5-7 12 (52) 8 (33)

.8 2 (8) 2 (8)

Tumor type, n (%)

Lymphoma 9 (39) 7 (29)

Gastrointestinal 4 (17) 4 (17)

Pancreatic 3 (13) 3 (12)

Sarcoma 3 (13) 3 (12)

Breast 2 (9) 1 (4)

Glioblastoma 1 (4) 0 (0)

Myeloma 0 (0) 2 (8)

Other 1 (4) 4 (17)

Table 2. Outcome assessments according to enoxaparin

randomization

Fixed-dose

enoxaparin (n 5 23)

Weight-adjusted

enoxaparin (n 5 24)

Median number of days
hospitalized (range)

5 (2-14) 6 (2-14)

Median study day numbers
of ultrasounds (range)

18 (10-44) Not applicable

Hemorrhages, no. of

patients

Major 0 0

Clinically relevant
non-major

1 0

VTE: during blinded
assessment period

0 symptomatic VTE 0 symptomatic VTE

1 incidentally identified filling
defect within segmental
branch of left pulmonary
artery (asymptomatic)

VTE: end of study 0 symptomatic VTE 0 symptomatic VTE

2 distal DVTs on
surveillance
ultrasound
(asymptomatic)
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0.5 IU/mL.17 These data further support weight-adjusted dosing of
LMWH for thromboprophylaxis in high-risk populations.

Despite the development of direct oral anticoagulants, LMWH remains
the preferred pharmacologic agent for thromboprophylaxis of hospi-
talized patients. Direct oral anticoagulants have been associated with
an increased risk for hemorrhage relative to LMWH in cancer
populations,27-29 and there is not a clear signal that low-dose direct
oral anticoagulants offer any benefit relative to LMWH for the
prevention of VTE in hospitalized patients with cancer. For instance,
among the 405 patients with active cancer enrolled in theMagellan trial
and randomly assigned to enoxaparin vs rivaroxaban, the rates of VTE
were similar at day 35 (7.4% vs 9.9%, respectively; P 5 0×07).29 The
US Food and Drug Administration recently approved rivaroxaban for
extended prophylaxis after hospitalization, but specifically excluded
patients with cancer because of concern about hemorrhage.30

Despite representing a key contributor to in-hospital mortality, symptom-
atic VTE during hospitalization is a rare event, such that the absence of
apparent benefit with dose-adjusted enoxaparin was not an unex-
pected finding. In phase 3 trials, the rate of symptomatic VTE is typically
less than 2%,24,29 and in recent retrospective analyses of high-risk
hospitalized patients with cancer, the rate of clinically apparent VTE was
approximately 5%.31 There is equipoise regarding the inclusion of
asymptomatic screen-detected VTE as an endpoint in thromboprophy-
laxis trials. Inclusion of asymptomatic VTE (assessed via imaging of the
veins of the lower extremities using bilateral venography or ultrasonog-
raphy) is the standard endpoint bywhich all inpatient anticoagulants have
been evaluated,15,24,25,32,33 and we believe that screen-detected VTEs
are especially relevant when assessing benefit in hospitalized cancer
populations. Distal DVT portends a similar prognosis as more proximal
thrombi in patients with cancer.34,35 VTEs are often detected in patients
with cancer incidentally based on imaging performed as part of routine
cancer care, and such VTEs in cancer convey the same rates of
recurrence as symptomatic events.36 Current guidelines recommend
similar anticoagulant management to symptomatic VTE.37,38 Further-
more, there are emerging data that asymptomatic DVT diagnosed during
hospitalization are clinically relevant, as they are associated with a three-
to eightfold increased risk for short-term mortality after hospitalization
relative to those patients not diagnosed with a DVT.39,40

Strengths of this phase 2 study include a double-blinded,
randomized, multicenter design. This study was sponsored by the
National Institutes of Health, which enabled comparison of dosing
regimens for a generic drug. However, because of budget
limitations, only those patients randomly assigned to fixed-dose
enoxaparin underwent end-of-study lower extremity ultrasound to
diagnose incidental DVT. Considering this trial was not powered for
efficacy, we acknowledge that we cannot conclude that weight-
adjusted enoxaparin is more efficacious than fixed-dose enoxaparin.
However, these data provide valuable affirmation of feasibility along
with a reassuring signal of safety.

Appropriate thromboprophylaxis of hospitalized patients with
cancer is a recognized knowledge gap in the field. In the recently
published guidelines from the American Society of Hematology, the
“optimal dosing of parenteral anticoagulation” in high-risk hospital-
ized patients was identified as a key research question.23 On the
basis of the results of this phase 2 trial, weight-adjusted enoxaparin
is well tolerated and warrants further investigation in hospitalized
patients with cancer.
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